VSN EXPRESS:

Your trusted partner for secure connectivity

Fast. Simple. Secure.

Simple to connect without
compromising on security or speed
Agile businesses want to move away from on-premises infrastructure
and gain simple user-to-user connectivity. Unfortunately, the
current VPN market consists of expensive on-premises edges or
infrastructure that are either price restrictive or expose businesses
to more sophisticated cyber threats. .
“With flexible working becoming increasingly prevalent, business
owners want to be sure that their ability to collaborate with their
colleagues won’t be impacted by IT systems when they work
from home, on the road or other office locations.”
Can you secure your business while increasing flexibility??
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VSN EXPRESS:

Your trusted partner for secure connectivity

VSN EXPRESS creates a private cloud network
that inter-connects users’ devices using the
Netlinkz performant, encrypted global platform.
Teams can start collaborating securely and
optimally from any device by simply downloading
the Netlinkz app (PC/MAC/IOS/Android.)
Instantly establish a highly secure one-to-one
or one-to-many connection without expensive
hardware or upgrades. Access and performance
can be easily monitored and managed from a
central portal.

VSN EXPRESS is a cost-effective
and hardwareless solution that
allows your team to work freely,
securely and collaboratively.
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HOW IT WORKS
All the traffic is safeguarded
with the highest level of
encryption available in
the market (AES256), and
routing between end-points
is optimized regardless of
the underlying connectivity
technology (e.g., Internet)
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VSN EXPRESS:

Your trusted partner for secure connectivity

PRICING
Our per-user pricing model consists of one element: a monthly fee for the VSN Clients required.
Each user device or workstation will require a dedicated VSN Client to access the private cloud network
and start securely collaborating with their peers.

VSN CLIENT

$8.50 / m
PER USER*

*All pricing in USD, excluding taxes

WHAT DOES A REAL-LIFE DEPLOYMENT LOOK LIKE?
A customer can easily connect 20 end-users working on many devices like workstations, laptops and
tablets. Allowing them to collaborate securely and with optimized access to each other (e.g. video calls
or calls, file sharing, etc.). End-users can communicate without traffic hair-pinning back to physical
data centres, achieving optimal performance while retaining the highest security standards. The endusers will seamlessly use the private cloud network technology regardless of location and connectivity
technology..

PRICING EXAMPLE:
20 VSN Clients = $8.50 x 20 = $170/ month

Why Netlinkz
-

Australian Securities exchange listed (ASX:NET)

-

Multiple industry award winning technology

-

Global Network-Security market disruptor

-

Australia based support team

-

Broad portfolio of solutions to address business critical challenges

For more information, please contact info@netlinkz.com
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